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ABSTRACT The current wide range of heterogeneous consumption devices and delivery technologies, offers
the opportunity to provide related contents in order to enhance and enrich the TV consumption experience.
This paper describes a solution to handle the delivery and synchronous consumption of traditional broadcast
TV content and related broadband omnidirectional video content. The solution is intended to support both
hybrid (broadcast/broadband) delivery technologies and has been designed to be compatible with the Hybrid
Broadcast Broadband TV (HbbTV) standard. In particular, some specifications of HbbTV, such as the use of
global timestamps or discovery mechanisms, have been adopted. However, additional functionalities have
been designed to achieve accurate synchronization and to support the playout of omnidirectional video
content in current consumption devices. In order to prove that commercial hybrid environments could be
immediately enhanced with this type of content, the proposed solution has been included in a testbed, and
objectively and subjectively evaluated. Regarding the omnidirectional video content, the two most common
types of projections are supported: equirectangular and cube map. The results of the objective assessment
show that the playout of broadband delivered omnidirectional video content in companion devices can be
accurately synchronized with the playout on TV of traditional broadcast 2D content. The results of the
subjective assessment show the high interest of users in this type of new enriched and immersive experience
that contributes to enhance their Quality of Experience (QoE) and engagement.
INDEX TERMS 360 video, broadband, broadcast, DASH, DVB, HTTP-based adaptive streaming, hybrid
TV, IDES, inter-device synchronization, media synchronization, omnidirectional video.
I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the use of hybrid technologies (i.e., broadcast and
broadband) for the delivery and consumption of TV related
content is a reality. Moreover, the wide range of heterogeneous consumption devices (e.g., from traditional TVs to
smartphones), offers the opportunity to broadcasters and network operators to deliver different related content in order to
enrich the TV consumption experience. This combination of
delivery technologies (and also, consumption devices) enable
new scenarios, in which traditional TV broadcast content can
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Derek Abbott
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be complemented with additional related contents delivered
via broadband networks. Those contents can be consumed
synchronously in the same device (a.k.a. hybrid device) or in
several devices (e.g., [1]). An evidence of the efforts in this
direction is the Hybrid Broadcast Broadband TV (HbbTV)
standard [2], which provides mechanisms for harmonizing
the delivery and consumption of interactive broadcast and
broadband TV-related contents through connected TVs and
companion devices.
Moreover, there is a current trend that also evidences that
content consumption through the Internet (by using different
devices) is increasing year after year. For instance, according to [3], on the one hand, Netflix has been the 9th most
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FIGURE 1. User’s Field of View.

downloaded application for smartphones in 2018 and, on the
other hand, 92% of Internet users claim that they watch videos
online.
During the last few years, omnidirectional video (a.k.a.
360 video) content generation and consumption has been also
experiencing a significant increase. Moreover, as stated in [4],
11% of US users claim to own virtual reality (VR) hardware
(i.e., Head Mounted Displays or HMD) as of November 2018,
compared to August 2017, when roughly a 7% owned these
devices. According to these data, authors expect that HMD
devices will be a more common device to consume broadband
omnidirectional content related to a main broadcast TV content in the future. This will provide more immersive TV consumption experiences. Actually, Spanish public broadcaster,
RTVE, has already experimentally introduced VR and interactivity in TV series ’The Ministry of Time’ and ’The Case’.
Moreover, a proof of the growing demand of omnidirectional
content is the many efforts to efficiently encode and deliver
this type of content (as explained in Section II). Delivery of
omnidirectional content is a key challenge. End users only
watch a small percentage of the whole 360 view (a.k.a. Field
of View or FoV), as shown in Figure 1. If all the available
360 content is delivered to the user, it will imply an inefficient
use of the bandwidth, due to the fact that the number of pixels
being watched by the user compared to the total number of
delivered pixels, is small.
Regarding the simultaneous hybrid content consumption
in several devices (or even in the same device), there are
still many challenges to face, and media synchronization
(sync, hereafter) is one of them. The term hybrid sync is
commonly used when different related streams, delivered via
hybrid broadcast/broadband technologies, need to be played
out in a synchronous way. New hybrid sync mechanisms are
needed, and the existing ones still need to be improved. For
instance, in the last Super Bowl event in 2018, in which live IP
(i.e., broadband) streams were requested by 20% of viewers,
some latency measurements were conducted. ‘‘Live streams’’
were anywhere from 28 to 47 seconds behind real-time [5].
Those latency values can be considered as tolerable when that
source is the only one from which the content comes from.
Nevertheless, when the available stream content is considered
as an extension or complement of the broadcast TV content,
sync mechanisms must be implemented. Moreover, related
to the aforementioned HbbTV standard [2], a survey in [6]
shows that, on the one hand, 35.8% of respondents think that
the deployment of these services is still behind expectations.
On the other hand, despite of the pessimistic vision of the
HbbTV deployment, most of respondents think that HbbTV
is a very attractive (23.2%) or moderately attractive (45.2%)
technology of advanced TV services.
VOLUME 7, 2019

Notwithstanding the increase of content consumption through broadband technologies, traditional broadcast
TV consumption is still the main source of entertainment for
young people [7]. The DTG Summit 20181 , held in London
in May, explored the changes affecting the broadcasting
world, envisaging how TV is set to evolve over the next
10 to 20 years. Although IP delivery already have a real
impact on the TV industry, offering viewers unrivalled choice
and flexibility, the less noticed and discussed trend is that,
in Europe, DVB-based Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT)
continues to grow its overall number of TV households over
the years, and to evolve and perform very well in the market
(see FEH Media Insight blog2 for more details). DTT has
served people well for so long and remain the mainstay of
modern TV for many segments of viewers. The evolution to
a Hybrid TV service (DTT and IP) has meant that DTT is
now very well placed to underpin the market as the market
moves towards a pay-lite model. Viewers can receive a free
base of content delivered via DTT and overlay an IP-delivered
offer or catch-up and Subscription Video on Demand (SVoD)
services from a range of providers. The success and appetite
from viewers for the hybrid model suggest that an IP-only
future is still a very long way off. Instead, continuing to blend
the best of IP and DTT into a workable hybrid offer that meets
the needs of nowadays consumer is a model which is set to
remain relevant for many years to come.
Thus, this is the main reason why we propose in this
paper a hybrid solution in which complementary (omnidirectional) video content is delivered via broadband technology
(IP-based networks), but keeping the content being delivered through the conventional broadcast TV technology
(e.g., DVB) as the main content. In this manner, the solution
is also backwards compatible. Moreover, to provide a realistic and close-to-commercial hybrid environment, the proposed solution has been designed to be compatible with the
HbbTV standard [2].
The proposed solution in this paper has been designed to
improve a previous solution presented by the authors in [1],
with more and better functionalities. The main contributions
of this paper regarding that previous work are the following:
• An enhanced end-to-end hybrid delivery and consumption platform, including omnidirectional video content
as broadband content.
• A new mechanism to signal available omnidirectional
video content within the broadcast TV media streams.
• Design of a multi-platform, responsive and adaptive
web-based immersive omnidirectional scenario for the
consumption of the multiple available video content
through traditional (laptops, smartphones and tablets)
and VR devices, such as standalone Head Mounted
Displays (HMD) or smartphones to be embedded
in HMDs.
1 https://dtg.org.uk/the-dtg-summit-2018/
2 http://www.feh-mi.com/blog/the-dtt-platform-succeeding-in-the-faceof-the-svod-challenge/
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•

•

•

•

•

Design and implementation of an adaptive omnidirectional video player supporting the two most common
types of projections: equirectangular and cube map.
Implementation of an inter-device sync mechanism
between Main Screen and Companion Screens when
playing related 360 video content, following the specifications of HbbTV standard.
Evolved testbed to assess in close-to-commercial scenarios the proposed hybrid environment involving synchronized playout of traditional broadcast TV content and
omnidirectional video content, by adopting the designed
functionalities (e.g., the signalling mechanisms or the
omnidirectional player) in this work.
Objective evaluation of the sync performance between
the playout of the broadcast TV content and the one
of the broadband omnidirectional video content, under
non-ideal network conditions, obtaining satisfactory
results.
Subjective assessment of the designed immersive scenario, the overall usability of the proposed solution and
the perceived level of achieved sync, obtaining very
optimistic results and very good levels of the users’
perceived Quality of Experience (QoE).

The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, previous works regarding omnidirectional video content and
hybrid sync are described. In Section III, the proposed solution and its functionalities are presented. In Section IV,
the designed virtual environment for the immersive consumption of the available broadband related content is described.
In Section V, a developed testbed implementing the proposed
solution is described. In Section VI, the conducted objective and subjective evaluations and the obtained results are
presented and discussed. Finally, the paper ends with some
conclusions and future work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK

In this section, some issues and related works regarding
omnidirectional video content and the associated challenges
in order to achieve hybrid sync are summarized.
A. OMNIDIRECTIONAL VIDEO CONTENT

Currently, video generation has evolved from traditional
2D video content to a more immersive video content,
such as the omnidirectional video (360) or even volumetric
(i.e., holograms) video content [8]. This new wave of
video content requires more bandwidth and the support
of technologies which allow higher quality encoding. The
MPEG-I standard [9] specifies these emergent types of video
content. Its main aim is the standardization of immersive
visual media. Features of the immersive visual media, distinguishing it from the classical 2D media are described in that
standard. Some of these features are: the generation of 360 or
stereoscopic content (and the many possibilities and mechanisms to create it), the adoption of new encoding techniques
for high resolution content (such as High Efficiency Video
171866

FIGURE 2. 3 DoF representation: yaw, pitch and roll.

Coding, HEVC [10]), the usage of specific displays such as
the HMDs, etc.
Regarding the ability to consume 360 video content, there
are different levels of freedom. A three Degrees of Freedom
(3DoF) video content allows the user to watch a 360 video
with an HMD. Actually, the user chooses what portion of the
content to watch (FoV, Figure 1) with the head’s rotation.
Yaw, pitch and roll movements allow the user to watch the
different angles of the 360 video content (see Figure 2).
Although this is the most common type of omnidirectional
video content, it is not enough to provide a full immersive experience. In fact, a so-called 3DoF+ concept has
been described as an evolution from the 3DoF feature [11].
It allows limited movements along the yaw, pitch and roll
axis, which requires the content to have additional depth
and texture information. Finally, the most immersive feature
is 6DoF, where the user can ‘‘freely’’ move through the
VR scene without limitations.
1) VIDEO PROJECTIONS

When generating content with the use of 360 cameras,
the way the resulting images are projected to flat planes is
not evident [12]. During the generation process, some drawbacks such as distortion may happen. For instance, multiple
local projections with multiple viewpoints to create more
realistic projections are proposed in [12]. Moreover, in [13],
an extensive review of the different types of projection and
quality assessment methodologies is presented. In that work,
it is stated that video projections can be classified in two
categories: viewport-independent (such as the Equirectangular Projection -ERP-, the Cylindrical Equal-Area Projection
-EAP- or the Cube Map Projection -CMP-); and viewportdependent, which only takes into account the user’s region
of interest (i.e., the FoV), such as the pyramid projection
proposed by Facebook in [14]. Examples of both types of
projections are shown in Figure 3.
2) STREAMING OF OMNIDIRECTIONAL VIDEO CONTENT

As it can be seen, omnidirectional content requires higher
bandwidth demands than traditional video content. This is
due, as stated in the previous section, to the fact that the
FoV only involves small regions of the whole omnidirectional
video content. Therefore, a solution called tiled-streaming
has been proposed and, actually, it is included in standards
such as HEVC [10]. This solution consists in dividing the
content in tiles, so the users can demand only specific regions
of the content and thus, save bandwidth resources. Actually,
in [15], HEVC is adopted to create two tiled versions of
Virtual Reality (VR) content, one with high bitrate and
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 3. Viewport-independent3 ERP (top left), CMP (top right)
projections and viewport-dependent pyramid projection (bottom).

another one with lower bitrate. Results presented in that work
show that up to 30-40% of the bitrate is saved when providing
two qualities compared to when only the high bitrate version
of the content is provided. Authors in that work use an
HMD device to perform the evaluation.
A different technique to save bandwidth costs can be found
in [16], where an open-source Dynamic Adaptive Streaming
over HTTP (DASH, [17]) video player is presented, although
the device used for the experimental assessment is not specified. It can manage tiled-based content in order to acquire the
highest possible quality for the user’s FoV while efficiently
managing the rest of tiles outside the FoV. For this, it is
proposed to include the MPEG-DASH’s Spatial Representation Description feature (DASH-SRD [18]). This feature
is defined in the second amendment of MPEG-DASH standard part 1, 23009-1:2014. There, an approach for streaming
only specific tiles of a content is defined. It is achieved by
extending the Media Presentation Description (MPD) file
with a description of the spatial relationships between tiles.
Additionally, in [19], DASH-SRD is also adopted to provide a
more bandwidth efficient solution for streaming 360 content.
In that work, an experimental assessment is carried out with
the Samsung Gear VR with a Samsung S7 smartphone and the
player in that work is not implemented for browsers. In that
work, it is concluded that up to 72% of the bandwidth can be
saved by using the SRD feature defined in [18].
In [20], three mechanisms of tile-based streams delivery
are described (from least to most bandwidth efficient): 1) full
delivery basic, in which all the involved tiles are delivered
in the highest feasible quality; 2) full delivery advanced: in
which all the tiled-content is delivered, but tiles outside the
user’s FoV are requested in a lower quality than the ones
inside the user’s FoV; and 3) partial delivery, in which only
the tiles inside the user’s FoV are delivered in the highest
possible quality and the other tiles are not even requested.
In that work, an HMD device is used for the assessment,
although the specific model is not specified and the involved
player does not run in browsers.
However, as stated in [21], the number of requests
made by clients to get the tiled-based video content, when
3 Source of the images: https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/VideoPanoramic.
html
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HTTP-based Adaptive Streaming (HAS) technologies, such
as DASH, are adopted, is very high. As an example, authors
in that work describe that tiling the video introduces an overhead of requests compared to the non-tiled version, which
varies between 6% and 22%. To solve this issue, the use of
the server-push functionality of the HTTP/2 protocol is proposed. That way, a client only requests the content once and
afterwards, all the involved tiles are pushed from the server
automatically. In that work, tiles are also sent bandwidthefficiently, i.e., only tiles inside the user’s FoV are sent at the
highest possible quality.
While tile-based streaming requires minimal changes on
the server side, it implies an important load on consumption devices, which need to determine the tiles to download,
decode and merge for rendering and display. The prediction of FoV considering the user’s movements or interaction
require complex algorithms. Moreover, considering that the
decoding capability of mobile devices is limited by their hardware video decoders, tile-based 360 video streaming requires
very powerful mobile devices to be able to play the videos
smoothly. Edge computing-based solutions can bring both
processing and content close to end users, but it is an area still
under research and development. In [22], a multi-viewpoint
(MVP) 360 content acquisition and navigation framework
is presented. In particular, it enables the navigation through
some specific viewpoints (VP) in the 360 content, enabling
six DoF (6DoF) for the users. In order to allow fast VP switching, authors in that work state that the translation movements
in the 6DoF scene should be anticipated. For this, two different client strategies, a proactive one and a reactive one,
are considered. In order to provide fast VP switching, both
take into account three variables: 1) the distortion and the
bit rate of each encoded video segment; 2) the user trajectories inside the MVP video; and 3) the average download
bandwidth available during each downloaded chunk. Tiledcontent streaming is shown to improve the overall performance of the framework and proactive strategies are less
bandwidth-efficient than reactive ones.
In [23], a commercial platform to consume omnidirectional
video content in a live video sharing website is presented.
During a live streaming session, the system was used by 10%
of the usual consumers. Although adopting tiled-streaming
technologies, in which only the FoV is requested at the highest possible quality, in that work authors found that segments
with higher bitrates arrived later due to their larger size.
Therefore, all the previous works presented in this subsection illustrate the relevance of optimizing content transmission in order to reduce cost in terms of bandwidth usage.
B. DELAY VARIABILITY, GLOBAL TIMELINES AND
INTER-DEVICE SYNCHRONIZATION

Extra delays can be added throughout the end-to-end delivery
chain due to numerous reasons. In [24] and [25] the sources
of these delays and their effect for both broadband and
broadcast technologies are presented, respectively. Existing
delay differences between destinations in current delivery
171867
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FIGURE 4. Global clock protocols can provide a common timeline
throughout all the delivery chain.

networks have already been identified in previous works
(e.g., [25]–[27]). First, in [25], it was stated that differences
in end-to-end delays between receivers in an IPTV scenario
can be larger than 6s. Second, the study in [26] showed
that the delay differences when delivering the same media
content via different broadcast variants and in different formats can accumulate up to 6s, and that HAS solutions can
be more than 1 minute slower than broadcast technologies.
In that work, it was also pointed that significant delay differences between receivers occur, even when the receivers use
exactly the same TV delivery technology, setup combination
(e.g., subscription type/quality) and equipment. However,
no numbers were provided due to the lack of sufficient
measurements from multiple geographically distributed sites.
In [27] it was stated that depending on the resolution of the
video content (i.e., Standard or High Definition -SD or HD-),
delay differences can reach 8s. Although there are no data
about delays when delivering omnidirectional content, it is
expected to have even higher delay differences.
All the above issues reflect the need for adaptive and
accurate hybrid media sync solutions to compensate for that
end-to-end delay variability. When using just one device
(a.k.a. hybrid terminal) an inter- stream sync mechanism is
needed. When using several devices, an inter-device sync
(IDES, hereafter) mechanism should be adopted. Otherwise,
these contents will not be played out at the same time in the
involved devices [28].
Typically, media delivery technologies rely on the insertion
of intrinsic and relative timelines into the media streams,
which are commonly obtained from local clocks. However, these timelines have no signification outside the media
included in these streams. Thus, these types of timelines are
not valid for IDES, as media content can be generated by different sources, and even networking equipment can override
intrinsic timelines throughout the delivery chain. To solve
this, absolute and extrinsic timelines can be obtained from the
same or traceable clock sources (e.g., Network Time Protocol
-NTP- [29]) and its reference keeps unmodified throughout
all the delivery chain (see Figure 4). For example, this is the
approach that follows RTP/RTCP streaming, as well as other
mechanism proposed by the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) in [30]. The latter is based on
171868

inserting an external and absolute timeline into MPEG2-TS
streams. This mechanism is used in [31] to achieve IDES
in second screen TV experiences. In a similar way, by also
using [30], [32] combines a tiled streaming solution via HTTP
Live Streaming (HLS) for ultra-high resolution media content
while receiving a DVB stream through the main TV. In [33]
and [34], implementations of the DVB-Companion Screens
and Streams (DVB-CSS) specification [35] (also adopted
by HbbTV standard) are presented. Although no conclusive
results are stated, in [34] asynchrony delays from -500ms to
1000ms are shown to be unnoticeable for the participants in
the conducted subjective tests.
Additionally, another mechanism called Timeline and
External Media Information (a.k.a. TEMI) has been proposed by MPEG and DVB as an amendment to ISO/IEC
13818-1 [36]. Specifically, the TEMI mechanism has been
adopted for the solution proposed in this work, as it is considered in the HbbTV specification as a valid mechanism to
synchronize media.
Regarding IDES in hybrid TV consumption scenarios,
the need for this type of sync has become more popular
due to the spread of heterogeneous consumption devices,
as addressed in [1] and [28]. In particular, the HbbTV standard [2] provides functionalities and mechanisms to synchronously consume hybrid content in the main TV device
(Main Screen, hereafter MS) and, optionally, in one (or more)
secondary devices (Companion Screen, hereafter CS), such
as smartphones, Head Mounted Displays (HMD), tablets or
laptops. Regarding these hybrid media sync mechanisms,
works in [31], [33] or [32] describe different solutions to
achieve accurate hybrid sync between devices. In particular,
in [31] and [32], an external global timeline is inserted into
the MPEG2-TS; and in [33] the DVB-CSS [35] protocol is
adopted. In [1], authors present a solution based on the use
of the TEMI mechanism (which is also the one used in this
work) and, additionally, a more extended compilation and
description of the existing hybrid media sync mechanisms
and the existing (related) hybrid platforms including them are
provided.
III. HYBRID END TO END DELIVERY AND CONSUMPTION
SOLUTION INCLUDING OMNIDIRECTIONAL
VIDEO CONTENT

In this section the proposed solution is presented. It is based
on the authors’ previous work described in [1]. It has been
designed to support omnidirectional video content processing, broadband delivery and consumption in a synchronous
way together with the consumption of broadcast TV content.
First, the solution is briefly described, and then the new added
functionalities and mechanisms along the end-to-end delivery
and consumption ecosystem are summarized.
A. HYBRID DELIVERY AND CONSUMPTION SOLUTION

In this work, the solution described in [1] and enhanced
in [37] has been extended to include preparation, delivery and consumption of omnidirectional video content as
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 5. Proposed solution’s overall architecture, updated from [1].

complementary to broadcast TV content. Figure 5 presents
an overview. The architecture of the solution can be divided
in two parts: 1) Content provider’s side and 2) End user’s side.
On the one hand, inside the Content provider’s side, the tasks
of generating, encoding and transmitting the available contents are carried out. It also includes a global time provider.
An XML file (called Related Media Content File, RMCF) is
generated in order to signal the complementary broadbandavailable content (e.g., the omnidirectional video content).
For this, by adopting the TEMI mechanism, the URL of the
RMCF is inserted into the TEMI location descriptor [36].
This way, as soon as the broadcast content is received,
the hybrid terminal (with the MS, e.g., the TV screen) will be
able to extract and analyze the URL of the RMCF embedded
in the TEMI location descriptor. On the other hand, inside
the End user’s side, the tasks of selecting, requesting, receiving, decoding and presenting the selected content are carried
out.
Meanwhile, additional CS devices (e.g., a smartphone or
an HMD) can discover the MS and then establish a communication channel with it to exchange useful information,
such as the requirements to playout additional complementary content or playout timing information, to achieve accurate sync. For this, timestamps should have previously been
inserted into the broadcast content in the TEMI timeline
descriptor [36] during the encoding process. An extended
description of all the involved basic elements and processes
in the solution can be found in [1].
VOLUME 7, 2019

B. OMNIDIRECTIONAL VIDEO ENHANCED
FUNCTIONALITIES

In this subsection, only the new specific features and functionalities related to omnidirectional video content which
have been included in the new solution are described. All the
other ones can be found in [1].
1) CONTENT PROVIDER’S SIDE

In this side, as seen in Figure 5, the proposed solution does
not require any specific extra functionality but the obvious
need for the generation of omnidirectional video content
and an update of the already existing elements. Regarding
the omnidirectional video content, in the platform different
projections can be adopted and supported. Once the content
is recorded, the process to store it and make it available
via any HAS technology is similar to converting traditional
2D content into this type of streaming technology. Moreover, in order to provide this type of content in a more
efficient way, recent technologies such as HEVC [10] or the
DASH-SRD extension [18] can be adopted in addition to the
already supported technologies, such as H.264.
Additionally, taking into account that the end user’s
player or device could not support the aforementioned tilebased technologies, and also in order to avoid processing
load and latency in those devices (e.g., smartphones used
in HMD), an additional module is proposed to be located
in the (edge) cloud. Specifically, on the one hand, the Edge
Cloud Computing module will be in charge of requesting the
171869
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TABLE 1. Tags from [1] updated to support omnidirectional video content.

FIGURE 6. Functioning of the Edge Cloud Computing Node.

tiles inside the user’s FoV in each chunk from the Media
Server and then decode and stitch them together to generate
one single video chunk. The combined single chunks are the
ones to be locally delivered to the CSs (Figure 5), when they
are not capable of directly consuming tiled content (due to,
e.g., poor performance, incompatibility issues, etc.) Figure 6
shows the involved steps that this procedure follows:
1) the users requests the video chunks providing information
about the current FoV to the Edge Cloud Computing Node;
2) the Edge Cloud Computing Node requests the involved
tiles for that specific FoV to the Media Server at the Content
Provider’s side; 3) the Edge Cloud Computing Node receives
the involved tiles, stitches them and generates a single chunk
which is sent to the users. On the other hand, the use of this
module can provide the use of sophisticated machine learning
algorithms for predicting future changes of FoV with high
accuracy. Some of those algorithms are very complex and
may not run on current mobile devices yet. Therefore, authors
want to emphasize that the design and implementation of a
tiled-based 360 video streaming solution based on cloud edge
computing is out of the scope of this paper and is left for
further work.
The signaling mechanism described in [1] has also been
updated to notify the existence of complementary omnidirectional video content. The MEDIA tag in the RMCF file,
defined in [1], has been extended and new properties have
been amended to support this new type of content. Table 1
shows the updated tag and its properties. In particular, in the
proposed solution, the media_type property of the MEDIA tag
currently supports two different types of values: AV for traditional 2D content and 360AV for the omnidirectional video
171870

content. Moreover, an additional property called projection
has been included in the SOURCE tag in order to describe the
type of projection which has been employed for the content
generation. For instance, in this tag, ERP or CMP projections
can be notified to the involved players.
Just in case that the end user’s device does not support encoding formats involving tiling mechanisms (such
as HEVC), when analyzing the RMCF the device will look
for the boolean value in the tiledproperty inside the sourcetag.
If it is true, it implies that the stored content is tiled-based.
Otherwise, the content is not divided in tiles. If the content is
tiled-based, the involved CS will request the content (including information about its FoV in the request) to the Edge
Cloud Computing node (contained in the uri property), which
will be in charge of assuming the performance cost for predicting future changes of FoV, requesting the corresponding
tiles inside the FoV, with an acceptable quality, decoding and
merging them into a single video chunk, and sending it to
the CS. This way, all that process is transparent to the end
user’s consumption device and ensure that all devices are able
to play omnidirectional video content.
2) END USER’S SIDE

In this side, once the MS has received the broadcast content, it can extract the TEMI location descriptor and request
the RMCF. For the correct interpretation of this file and the
successful acquisition of information regarding the omnidirectional video content, the playout process of the MS has
also been updated. In the screen of MS device, a small popup emerges in order to notify the user about the existence of
available related omnidirectional and/or traditional 2D video
contents. Simultaneously, and transparently for the user, if a
CS has established a communication channel with the MS,
it will receive the analyzed information regarding available
(and playable) content. For the omnidirectional video content,
a specific player, capable of presenting this type of content,
is required. It is intended that omnidirectional video content
can be played in heterogeneous devices, such as specific
(e.g., an HMD) or more general devices (e.g., smartphones,
VOLUME 7, 2019
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tablets or computers/laptops). In particular, HMDs, smartphones or tablets can make use of their sensors to display a
particular FoV depending on the orientation axis (Figure 3).
However, if the omnidirectional video content is being consumed through a computer, the navigation can be done by
clicking and dragging the mouse to the region of interest.
Additionally, smartphones or tablets can also be handled
this way. After requesting the omnidirectional video content, the MS periodically sends playout timing information
to the CSs. The mechanisms and functionalities to discover
the MS, to create a communication mechanism between the
involved devices (i.e., a MS and at least, one CS) and to
achieve IDES are extensively explained in [1].
C. IDES REQUIREMENTS

In the proposed solution, omnidirectional video content is
understood as complementary content to the main broadcast TV content, which is being played out in the MS
(e.g., a TV or a set-top box). Several users can be consuming
the hybrid content in different devices (TV and companion
devices) at the same time/place and can interact (e.g., discussing about the content being watched, regardless the type
of format). Thus, if one or several end users are consuming the omnidirectional video content (preferably, through
an HMD), they might get totally immersed and, therefore,
disconnected from the main content playout on TV. In that
context, although there is not a strict need to achieve frameaccurate sync, a lip-sync (i.e., ±80ms [38]) level should be
required in order to avoid noticeable asynchronies between
MS and CS (especially if all the users are only listening to
the audio from the MS).

FIGURE 7. Mockup of the immersive virtual scenario to be designed.

IV. IMMERSIVE SCENARIO FOR BROADBAND MEDIA
CONSUMPTION

This Section describes the design proposed for the immersive
scenario where the available related video (2D or 360) contents are played out.
A significant design requirement, in order to recreate an
immersive scenario, has been to emulate a living room where
a virtual TV is available, in which the related 2D contents can
be also consumed. Moreover, the scenario should include as
many interaction points as needed, in order to notify the end
user about the availability of additional and complementary
(2D or 360) content and let the end user interact with the
scenario (e.g., selecting the content to play). In particular,
this design has been developed by taking into account the
opinions (compiled in a brainstorm-style meeting) of all the
members of the research group, among which there is a professional designer, regarding the user interface and the best
way to interact with the available items and signaled content.
After the meeting, and some design iterations, the mockup of
the scenario shown in Figure 7 was obtained. It summarizes
the different functionalities that should be available in the scenario. Starting from that idea, the designer prepared several
designs (360 photos) for the virtual living room and, next, one
of them was selected by consensus (shown in Figure 8 and
in Section V).
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FIGURE 8. Available views within the immersive scenario.

As it can be observed in Figure 7, the virtual TV
in the simulated living room can be playing a video
(the open-source Sintel movie4 , in the Figure), and the availability of related contents is notified to the end user in a
non-intrusive way, by including their associated interaction
points. For the example in the Figure, it is assumed that, for
that movie, there are four available related contents: three
2D videos with different points of view (as if it were a multi
camera movie) and an additional omnidirectional content
(with the text ‘‘360’’ overlaid). Depending on the consumption device, the required interaction to trigger the playout of
those contents can be performed by clicking it (in a PC or laptop), touching it (in a tablet or smartphone) or by collision
functionalities between the point of interest and the user’s
viewpoint geometrical center (in an HMD).
This design involves implementing an omnidirectional scenario that is comprised of two parts. On the one hand, the first
part includes the virtual living room. Although the displayed
4 https://durian.blender.org/
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content in this part (in the virtual TV) is 2D, the living room
itself is omnidirectional (a 360 image), in order to recreate
a scenario as immersive for the end user as possible. The
user point of view has been located in the center of the
scenario and it has 3DoF. On the other hand, the second
part refers to the embedded omnidirectional video player,
which is independent to the first part and should provide
360-degree playout functionalities to let the end user consume
any section of the provided omnidirectional content. The
switching process between both view modes (virtual living
room and omnidirectional) should be available for the end
user at any time through interaction points, as described
in this Section. Figure 8 summarizes both viewing modes
(top) and the examples of the implementation for both cases
(bottom).
Regarding the used technologies to implement the proposed design, web-based technologies have been adopted.
This manner, it is compatible with modern smartphones
(which can be included inside an HMD or used as a simple
flat screen in the traditional way), tablets and computers.
The implementation is based on the use of dash.js [39] and
three.js [40] JavaScript libraries:

TABLE 2. Devices involved in the testbed.

TABLE 3. Features of the available content.

Dash.js is a library that allows the playout of content
based on MPEG-DASH [17] in browsers.
Three.js is a library that allows the creation and management of computer graphics in browsers. It also can be
combined with other HTML elements (e.g., the canvas
item). In particular, this library has been adopted to
implement the immersive scenario of the virtual living room and, moreover, to project the omnidirectional
content in a 360◦ view. Additionally, this library also
allows to manage the stereoscopic presentation of the
content in both the virtual living room scenario and the
omnidirectional player, when an HMD is used. It allows
to shift one of the stereoscopic views, so that each eye
can distinguish the same scene with some distance one
from the other, thus providing an impression of depth.

On the other hand, in order to play 360 content in the
omnidirectional player, the three.js library is also used.
Depending on the type of projection of the 360 content,
ERP or CMP, a rectangular or spherical mesh is created,
respectively. In both cases, the texture covering the mesh is
the 360 video, which is played out by the dash.js library.
For both view modes (virtual living room and omnidirectional), there are also interaction sprites which allow the
switching between them. When using an HMD, the collision
functionality is performed by using a dot-based pointer and
raycasting by reading the user’s head orientation thanks to
the existing sensors (e.g., accelerometers) in the device.

On the one hand, when implementing the virtual living
room scenario, the three.js library handles a mesh composed
of a spherical geometry which is centered in the origin of
the coordinates and it is covered by a texture which is the
360 image of the selected living room. In order to visualize
it, a camera with 3DoF (i.e., from where the user visualizes
this scenario) is located in the center of the sphere. Moreover,
to emulate a traditional TV inside this scenario, an additional
rectangular mesh has been added, in which the 2D video
content will be projected (with the use of the dash.js library).
To interact with the virtual living room and the signaling
of additional content, some sprites have been created (one
per additional content), with icons or thumbnails as their
textures. Interactions (e.g. by using mouse or touch control)
and collisions (e.g., by using raycasting) are enabled with
these sprites, which trigger associated events, such as, for
example, playing out a different camera point of view of the
main content.

In this Section, the implemented testbed following the architecture shown in Figure 5 is presented. As it is still under
development, source code is not publicly available yet, but
it will be published as soon as it is completely finished.
Firstly, the involved devices and the features of the used
contents are defined in this Section. Secondly, the required
changes and improvements that have been performed to the
presented testbed in [1], [37], [48] in order to include omnidirectional content, and to support its synchronized playout,
are described.
Table 2 lists the devices used in the testbed, while Table 3
specifies the main technical features of the available content. Regarding the video encoding format, H.264 has been
adopted. At this stage, although it is not network friendly,
the implemented player in the CS is based on a FoV-agnostic
DASH-based streaming solution that delivers chunks of the

•
•
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V. DEVELOPED TESTBED
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TABLE 4. Prepared content for the evaluations.

A. CONTENT PROVIDER’S SIDE

FIGURE 9. Example of a RMFC file.

entire panoramic view. The reason is that, although more
modern formats like HEVC natively adopt tiled streaming
mechanisms, this type of technologies are not globally supported by mobile browsers yet [41]. However, H.264 is still
the most compatible video format by most browsers [42].
Moreover, tiled-based encoding requires more computation
on mobile devices to decode and process multiple tiles. Additionally, only the support for the CMP and ERP projections
has been implemented, as both are the most common projections. As mentioned before, the implementation and, therefore, the assessment of the proposal including tiled-based
encoding and edge cloud computing node features is left for
further work.
In particular, the generated broadcast content has been
extracted from 360 online video contents (explained in the
next subsection). Regarding the genre of the used media
contents, sports, documentary and music content have been
selected. The generation and signalling of the broadcast
and broadband content processes are explained in the next
subsection. Moreover, further information, such as the type
of 3D projection or the source of the content can be found
in Table 4.
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In order to provide end users with different media content,
different types of content have been generated and prepared.
In particular, online available 8K omnidirectional video content has been acquired (e.g., from YouTube). That content
has been prepared an encoded in DASH format with the
use of the tool described in [43], to deliver different qualities in chunks/segments of 3 seconds, depending on the
end user’s available bandwidth and, additionally for each
content, the most significant region (for us) of the omnidirectional video content has been extracted and cropped
(in 1920x1080 px resolution by using the FFmpeg [44] and
GPAC [45] tools) in order to prepare, encode and deliver
it through the broadcast channel as the main TV content.
During that process, TEMI location and timeline descriptors have been inserted in the broadcast content to signal
the available related broadband media. To enable the IDES
mechanism, an NTP-based global time provider located in
this side is in charge of providing the common timeline necessary to achieve sync between the involved devices. Finally,
the RMCF has been generated with all the required tags and
information to successfully provide all the needed metadata
about the additional broadband media content to the end
users (i.e., by using the MEDIA and SOURCE tags explained
in Section 3). Figure 9 shows an example of an extract of
the RMCF file including the needed information about the
360 video content.
B. END USER’S SIDE

In this subsection, the end user’s side, and more specifically,
the CS implementing the proposed immersive scenario, is
explained. Figure 10 shows the main modules in both the MS
and CS devices. The MS periodically sends playout timing
171873
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FIGURE 10. Involved modules in the MS and CS devices (End-users home
in Figure 5).

FIGURE 12. Omnidirectional video content played out in a flat display,
e.g., a PC display (top) and a stereoscopic display or or an HMD (bottom).

video player is launched in full screen mode or in stereoscopic
display mode, depending on the device in use. This can be
observed in Figure 12, where a screenshot of the developed
player is shown, when a flat screen of, e.g., a PC or tablet is
used (top side) or when an HMD is used (bottom). As it can
be observed, several 3D buttons have been included: a button
for muting the audio of the player (in order to listen to the
audio of the real TV), and another button to let the user close
the omnidirectional player and switch back to the living room
immersive scenario.
FIGURE 11. Immersive scenario seen through a flat display (top) and
through and a stereoscopic display or HMD (bottom).

information through the communication module by taking
into account the extracted timestamp from the content and
the current global instant. In the same way, the CS receives
this information and decides (after some calculations) if an
adjustment is required (explained later in the following subsections). Further information regarding the communication
between MS and CS, and the synchronization of the CS’s
playout process can be consulted in [1].
1) IMPLEMENTED OMNIDIRECTIONAL SCENARIO

The implemented living room immersive scenario is shown
in Figure 11. It includes an omnidirectional living room with
a virtual TV, and, in the right part, additional complementary
contents of the received main broadcast content being consumed in the MS (e.g., the real TV). The availability of these
extra contents is notified by inserting a thumbnail of a frame
of each content. This way, the end user is aware of their nature
(i.e., additional 2D viewpoints or 360 video versions of the
main content).
The thumbnails of the available omnidirectional video contents have an overlay with the ‘‘360’’ text. If the end user
selects the playout of this type of content, the omnidirectional
171874

C. NAVIGATION THROUGH THE IMMERSIVE SCENARIO.
UI FUNCTIONALITIES

The main device for which the immersive scenario has been
designed is the HMD. As previously explained, hands free
functionalities have been designed and implemented. In case
the end user is consuming the content through an HMD,
the visualization of a small centered solid point is enabled.
This point is used in order to collide with the interaction
points (3D buttons or video thumbnails). Besides, in order
to be also compatible with other devices, such as PC or
tablets, the interactions with the points of interest can also be
performed by using a mouse (if a PC or laptop is used) or the
fingers (if a smartphone or a tablet is used).
1) ADOPTED SYNC MECHANISMS

In order to achieve a synchronized state between the MS and
the involved CS devices the IDES mechanisms defined by
authors in [1] has been followed. The Master/Slave synchronization control scheme [24] has been adopted, in which the
MS acts as the Master and the CSs act as the Slaves. The
initial steps to achieve hybrid sync, using the Master/Slave
scheme, consist of: i) retrieving the TEMI timelines from
the incoming MPEG2-TS, which give information about the
generation instants of the video frames; ii) tracking the video
frames until the rendering elements (i.e., the audio/video
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 14. Components and communication functionalities involved in
the HbbTV communication modules [1].

FIGURE 13. MS (top) and CS (bottom) flow diagrams of the processes [1].

sinks); and iii) registering the presentation (absolute,
NTP-based) timestamps of these video frames. The tuple of
NTP-based generation timestamp (TEMI timeline) of the currently processed content and its presentation timestamp will
be sent to the involved CS devices (being executed on either
the same hybrid terminal and/or on companion devices).
Upon receiving this information, each CS device will be
able to compare its own playout timing with the one of the
MS and perform playout adjustments (if needed) to be insync with the MS. To achieve a coherent notion of time in the
session and to compensate for the effect of network delays
between the MS and CS Apps, a common clock reference
is used. Figure 13 presents the flow diagrams of the involved
processes in both MS (top) and CS (bottom) devices. Readers
can consult reference [1], in order to have a more detailed
description of those processes.
For the explained mechanism, a communication channel
between MS and CSs is needed. The implemented testbed
follows the specifications of the HbbTV standard and all
the steps described in [1]. DIAL mechanisms [46] and,
consequently, WebSocket technology [47], have been used
In particular, in order to use the specific procedures, defined
in the HbbTV standard, the involved communication modules
between MS and CSs have been adopted from the public
repository from Fraunhofer Institute for Open Communication Systems (FOKUS),5 in which the HbbTV 2.0 Companion Screen components are fully implemented. This way,
MS is aware of the connected CSs and is able to send them the
necessary timing information to achieve a tolerable sync level
5 https://github.com/fraunhoferfokus/node-hbbtv
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between devices. Figure 14 shows the involved processes and
modules related to the HbbTV 2.0 communication functionalities (more details about this Figure can be found in [1]).
The MS module runs a DIAL server which can be discovered
by CSs. Once the CSs know the existence of an active MS,
a bi-directional communication channel (called App2App
communication channel) can be established. By using this
channel, the MS can send data of complementary broadband
content or playout timing information to the CSs.
The broadband available DASH content has been codified
in five different qualities and segmented in 3s-length chunks
(Table 3). The CS previously downloads the chunks to be
played (to be in-sync with the content played on the MS)
and, then, according to the timing information received from
the MS, smooth playout adjustments in the playout process
of the CS can be performed (by using Adaptive Media Playout, AMP, techniques [37]) to achieve the desired sync level
between MS and CS devices.
Regarding the enhancements of the solution in order to support omnidirectional video content, on the one hand, the playout process involving the MS is similar to the one in [1], but
with the extended capability of interpreting the notification of
available omnidirectional video content. On the other hand,
the playout process of the CS has been updated by also
adding the support for omnidirectional video content playout
(with the implemented web-based player). Figure 15 shows
the synchronized playout of the main 2D content in one
real TV (MS) and the playout of the available omnidirectional content in several companion devices (CSs) running
the developed omnidirectional player (but selecting in each a
FoV coinciding with the 2D view on TV, approximately). The
right performance of the implemented IDES solution can be
appreciated.
VI. OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS

In this Section, the methodology and the results of the conducted objective and subjective evaluations are presented and
discussed.
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TABLE 5. Obtained mean asynchrony value and 95% confidence interval.

FIGURE 15. Synchronized playout in MS (2D main content) and CSs
(360 video).

A. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION

In order to assess the achieved sync accuracy in the testbed
for the proposed solution, an objective evaluation has been
conducted. The asynchrony between the playout processes
of MS and CSs (playing broadcast TV content and related
broadband omnidirectional video content, respectively) has
been evaluated when different devices are used as CSs
(a laptop and several Samsung devices, such as Galaxy S5,
S6 and Note 9 smartphones, and a Galaxy Tab S4 tablet)
In order to avoid continuous playout adjustments, a maximum tolerable asynchrony threshold value has been defined.
If the measured asynchrony between players do not exceed
that value, they will not make any playout adjustment. This
asynchrony threshold has been set to ±80ms, to achieve lipsync accuracy [38] (as mentioned, needed when all the users
are only listening to the MS or TV audio output). Additionally, in order to evaluate the proposed solution in close-to-real
scenarios, additional packet loss probability for the broadcast
content and network delay for the broadband content has been
added. On the one hand, regarding DVB broadcasting, each
of the MPEG2-TS transport packets are usually extended by
a shortened Reed-Solomon error protection code, leading to a
DVB MPEG2-TS packet with a length of 204 bytes. In combination with convolution coding and appropriate modulation
schemes, a so called quasi-error free (QEF) transport of DVB
services can be guaranteed, which means that, in average,
only one non-correctable error occurs within one hour of
program presentation (equivalent to a BER of 10−11 ). Taking
into account that the available videos used in the evaluation
are up to 6 minutes long, we have evaluated the scenario with
a symbolic packet loss probability of 0.1% (much larger than
the QEF average) in DVB Transmission.6 On the other hand,
regarding broadband delivery, the network delay parameter
has been set to 60ms ± 20ms (following a normal distribution), which corresponds to what can be observed within
long-distance fixed line connections or reasonable mobile
networks, and thus, is representative for a broad range of
6 The broadcast packet loss probability has been forced with the StreamXpress software, which is in charge of modulating and transmitting the broadcast content.
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application scenarios.7 Authors have adopted these values
(for the packet loss probability and network delay) before
in [37] and [48].
In order to validate the implemented IDES mechanism
when omnidirectional video content is being consumed
together with broadcast TV content, the asynchrony values
measured in 10 sessions of approximately 3 minutes have
been registered when using each companion device (i.e. CS).
The selected content for the objective evaluation has been
the ‘‘F1 & Roller Coaster’’ video content, as it involves both
slow and fast motion scenes. Table 5 summarizes the obtained
results, including the mean asynchrony value and the 95%
confidence interval, in the 10 sessions for each device.
As observed in Table 5, the mean value of the asynchrony
is maintained below the configured threshold (±80ms).
The best results have been obtained when using the laptop
to consume the omnidirectional video content. Nevertheless, the differences between the values obtained for each
employed device are minimal. Asynchrony values measured
when using newer and more powerful devices, such as Note 9,
Galaxy Tab S4 and the laptop, are slightly better than when
using the older ones, such as S5 and S6. Figures 16 and 17
show the frequency of repetition of the sync registered values for each device in all the sessions and the cumulative
frequency distribution (CFD) of the measured asynchrony
values, respectively.
Moreover, an additional 10-minute session involving all
the devices being used simultaneously has been conducted
in order to register the values of the asynchrony measured
in each device (playing the related omnidirectional content)
during the session. As an example, Figure 18 presents the
values of the asynchrony measured and the magnitude of
the performed playout adjustments in the Galaxy S5 device
and Figure 18 present the performance of the five involved
devices. Only the results of the S5 device are provided in
detail because it turned out to be the one providing the worst
performance. It can be observed, however, how this device
makes the necessary adjustments to keep its sync level within
the configured threshold. Additionally, in both Figures 19 and
20 a moving average (10 samples) has been also plotted to
make the interpretation of the measured asynchronies easier.
As it can be observed in Figure 19, the measured asynchrony values, in general, do not exceed the maximum
tolerable asynchrony values (±80ms, highlighted as black
7 The broadband network delay has been forced with the Netem tool,
available in https://wiki.linuxfoundation.org/networking/netem
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FIGURE 16. Registered asynchrony values in each CS.

FIGURE 17. Obtained CFD of the measured asynchrony values in each
CS device involved in the session.

FIGURE 18. Registered asynchrony values by the S5 device during the
10-minute session. Performed adjustments and moving average
(10 samples) of the registered asynchrony values.

dashed lines). Moreover, in Figure 18 it can be appreciated
that the Laptop, the Note 9 smartphone and the Galaxy Tab
S4 provide better performance in terms of sync accuracy than
the S6 or the S5 devices. It can be seen that the S6 and
S5 devices have less probability of registering an 80ms or
lower asynchrony value than the remaining three devices,
although, as observed in Table 5, all the mean asynchrony

values of all the devices are within the configured threshold.
Therefore, taking into account the obtained results, it can be
stated that the developed testbed, which follows the proposed
hybrid sync solution, enables the a satisfactory sync between
the playout of broadband omnidirectional video content in
a CS and the playout of the main broadcast content on a
real TV (MS).
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FIGURE 19. Registered asynchrony values in each CS.

B. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION

In this subsection, the subjective evaluation process is
described, regarding the content preparation, the methodology, the participant’s relevant information and the obtained
data.
A total of 32 subjects participated in the study. After
analyzing the validity of all their responses, 2 subjects have
been discarded due to their contradictory (and incompatible)
responses. The results from the remaining 30 subjects have
been taken into account. None of the participants presented
any audiovisual impairment that could affect the evaluation
process.
For this evaluation, only the laptop, the tablet Galaxy
Tab S4 and the smartphone Samsung Galaxy Note 9 (inside
an HMD) were provided as CSs to the users, as they have
been the devices which have provided a better performance
in the objective evaluation.
1) EVALUATION PROCESS

At the beginning, all the participants, after signing a consent form, have read a brief description of the testbed, the
immersive scenario and embedded omnidirectional player,
including its goals and features. Then, in order to guide
the participants throughout the process, the evaluation has
been divided in four different stages with a total duration
of 40 minutes, approximately:
1. Initial Questionnaire (6 minutes): previous to any interaction with the implemented solution, participants have
answered a questionnaire regarding their personal information, such as the gender, age range or the professional profile,
among other information;
2. Tutorial-like guided use of the developed immersive
scenario (12 minutes): to make participants familiar with the
171878

available functionalities by using all them in the three devices
provided as CSs. At this stage, couples of users (user A and
user B) have been forced to use the devices following these
3-minute steps: a) user A watching TV (MS) and user B
using the HMD; b) user B watching TV (MS) and user A
using the HMD; c) user A using the Tablet and user 2 using
the Laptop, both in front of the real TV playing the main
broadcast content; d) user B using the Tablet and user A using
the Laptop, both also in front of the real TV.
3. Free use of the implemented solution (15 minutes):
participants, located in front of the real TV playing the main
broadcast content,can freely choose any of the available types
of additional related content (2D or 360) and interact with the
immersive scenario running on any of the devices provided
as CSs;
4. Final questionnaire and interview (7 minutes): to collect
the participant’s opinion about the overall experience and
the usability (by adopting the System Usability Scale -SUSdefined in [49]) of the implemented immersive scenario and
the perception of the achieved sync.
During the stages 2 and 3, the users chose the genre of the
content to be consumed from the available ones, described
in Table 4.
2) PARTICIPANTS’ RELEVANT INFORMATION

The results and information presented in this subsection correspond to the first stage of the evaluation process and are presented in Table 6. The answers provided by the participants
in this stage were collected before any use of the testbed.
Related to the consumption habits of the participants,
on the one hand, they were asked about the time during
the day which they spend watching the traditional broadcast TV content. Results show that 50% of the participants
consume less than 1h of their daily time, 27% consume
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TABLE 6. Participants’ profiles.

between 1 and 2h, a 16% consume between 2 and 3h, and
only a 6% consume between 3 and 4h. None of the participants declared to consume more than 4h of daily traditional
TV content.
On the other hand, regarding broadband delivered content,
(e.g., Video on Demand -VoD- platforms such as Netflix,
HBO or Amazon Prime Video), results show that 34% only
spend between 1 and 2h of their daily time, a 26% of the
participants spend between 2 and 3h, a 10% of the participants
spend between 3 and 4h and only a small percentage of
the participants consume between 4 and 5h (3%) or more
than 5h (3%).
By analyzing these results, there is a significant difference between the traditional media consumption and VoD
content consumption. However, it can be stated that both
types of content consumption are still used (as confirmed
in [3] and [7], explained in Section I).
Regarding the consumption devices owned by the participants, most of them, at least, have a smartphone and a TV.
Figure 20 shows the owned devices.

FIGURE 20. Owned devices by participants.

FIGURE 21. MOS results regarding the personal experience when using
each device (median, upper and lower quartile).

TABLE 7. Obtained mean values.

3) OBTAINED RESULTS

This subsection summarizes the results obtained in the stages
2 and 3 of the evaluation. During the second stage the participants had a Tutorial-like guided use of the scenario, in order
to show them how to use all the available functionalities
in each available device and experience some forced situations. In the third stage, participants could freely choose the
device(s) to use and even the content to consume (Table 5).
The adopted scale to quantify the participants’ experience has
been the Mean Opinion Score [50], by using a 5-level Likerttype scale. A 5-point score means the experience has been
very good and a 1-point score means that the experience has
been very bad. Table 7 and Figure 21 present the obtained
results when using each device, and regarding the way they
consumed the related contents: (2D views on the virtual TV
in the immersive virtual living room scenario or 360 videos
in the omnidirectional video player). In particular, Table 7
shows the obtained mean values and Figure 21 shows the
median value and the lower and upper quartiles.
The obtained values are pretty similar for every device.
However, when using the HMD, there is a clear difference in
the participant’s QoE when the omnidirectional video content
is played out. That is the case in which the HMD is used at
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its full potential providing a fully immersivity when the user
is able to view the whole 360◦ scene of the video sequence,
and, therefore, the score is a bit higher compared to the view
of 2D contents on the virtual TV in the immersive virtual
living room scenario.
When participants could choose which devices to use
(users could demand more than one device), the most
demanded ones were the HMD (53%), the tablet (53%) and
the laptop (16%). When users were asked about the reasons
why they chose that device, the participants who selected
HMD claimed that that device provides a more realistic
and immersive experience. The participants who selected the
tablet claimed that that device provided an easier way of
interaction and that it was more comfortable for their eyes.
Finally, the participants who chose the laptop claimed to have
the sensation of having more control over the environment.
As participants used more than one device, they were also
asked about whether they noticed anything strange during the
switching between devices. Also, another 5-level Likert-type
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scale with the values Totally Disagree, Partially Disagree,
Neutral, Partially Agree and Totally Agree was used to let
the participants provide their opinion about the following
statement ‘‘When I switched to a different device, I did NOT
notice any strange issue’’. 73.7% agreed (68.4% completely,
and 5.3% partially), 15.8% were neutral, 5.3% (i.e., 1 person)
partially disagreed and 5.3% totally disagreed. Participants
who partially disagreed, claimed that when they switched
to another device, it took a noticeable initial period of time
to get in-sync with the TV (i.e., to achieve IDES). This is
understandable as the IDES process needs an initial period
for MS discovering, exchange initial timing information, and
for making the initial the playout adjustment. This out-ofsync period of very few seconds can be perceptible and a
bit annoying for users. Regarding the perceived sync, participants did not notice asynchrony issues after that initial period,
i.e., during the steady stage of the playout processes.
When using the laptop or the tablet as CS, the participants
could consume simultaneously the broadcast content in the
MS (real TV) and the broadcast content in the CS. In those
cases, they were asked about whether they had watched the
MS during the non-guided stage. Only 23% of them claimed
to have watched the MS. Some of the provided reasons were
that they wanted to consume the main content and have that
reference compared to what they were consuming in the
CS or to check the achieved sync level between the playout of
both devices. When asked whether they wanted to specifically
use a single device as the CS, 50% stated that they wanted
to use the HMD, 30% would choose the tablet and 13%
the laptop. As additional information, from the participants
which used the HMD, 23% of them did it while standing
up and moving around and the rest preferred to be seated.
Regarding the type of content the participants are interested
in consuming in this kind of platform, the selected options are
shown in Figure 22.
Participants were also asked about the overall experience.
Figure 23 summarizes their answers about the statement
‘‘I think omnidirectional consumption can enhance the hybrid
TV environment’’.
Regarding the perceived level of immersiveness, participants totally agreed (76.6%), partially agreed (16.7%), were
neutral (3.3%) and disagreed (3.3%) with the fact of feeling more integrated/immersed in the consumption experience (During this visualization experience I have felt more
integrated/immersed with the content, Figure 24). Actually,
also related to the immersiveness feeling, Figure 25 shows
the level of agreement with the statement ‘‘At some moment
during the experience with the HMD I have lost the notion of
time’’.
Finally, participants were also asked about whether they
would like to repeat an experience like the experienced one by
using the testbed during the evaluation. 87% of them totally
agreed and the remaining 13% partially agreed.
Regarding the usability of the developed environment,
as previously stated, the SUS questionnaire [49] has been
used. Table 8 lists the 10 questions of that questionnaire.
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TABLE 8. SUS questionnaire.

FIGURE 22. Most popular content genres to be consumed in the platform.

FIGURE 23. Level of agreement with the statement ‘‘I think
omnidirectional consumption can enhance the hybrid TV environment’’.

The result provides a score from 0 to 100 points, being 0
points the worst imaginable usability score and 100 points
the best imaginable usability score, as defined in [51].
The obtained results are presented in Figure 26. According to [49], they provide a score of 92.67 with a standard
deviation of ±13.17. According to [51], with this score,
the overall usability of the implemented solution can be
considered as excellent. However, participants were asked
for any change or suggestion in order to improve the user
experience, and the collected concerns were mainly related
to the consumption device, especially when using the HMD
device. It induced some dizziness to two participants, who,
at some time, preferred to consume the content by using the
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enhance the users’ TV media consumption experience when
additional complementary omnidirectional video contents are
available and can be consumed within accurate sync levels.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

FIGURE 24. Level of agreement with the statement ‘‘During this
visualization experience I have felt more integrated/immersed with the
content’’.

FIGURE 25. Level of agreement with the statement ‘‘At some moment
during the experience with the HMD I have lost the notion of time’’.

FIGURE 26. Obtained responses for the SUS questionnaire.

tablet or laptop devices because of that reason. Regarding
the user interface, participants suggested minor modifications
(e.g., bigger size of the virtual TV, or to place the interaction
buttons in a less intrusive position in the omnidirectional
player (these buttons were initially located in the low-center
part of the FoV when using the HMD device and, in some
occasions, important content was occluded by them).
It can be seen how both the 360 omnidirectional video consumption along with the provided immersive scenario help to
VOLUME 7, 2019

In this paper, a possible solution for enabling the delivery
and consumption of complementary omnidirectional video
content related to the traditional broadcast TV content in a
synchronous way has been described. Hybrid broadcast and
broadband contents can be generated, encoded, transmitted,
received, decoded and presented synchronously. In order to
provide the additional broadband content to the end user’s
home, the required information is signalled inside the broadcast content. The proposed solution could be implemented in
current infrastructures and services, since it does not require
any additional infrastructure or technology than the already
in-use ones. To be able to objectively and subjectively assess
the proposed solution, it has been implemented by updating
and augmenting an own end-to-end hybrid media delivery
testbed. Results of the objective assessment prove that the
achieved hybrid sync is good enough to guarantee a good QoE
when consuming omnidirectional content related to the main
broadcast TV content. Regarding the results obtained in the
subjective evaluation, participants have shown a clear interest
in this type of new enriched experience. Although most participants stated that they do not own any HMD device, during
the evaluation this device has been the most demanded to
consume the omnidirectional video content. However, it can
be observed that some participants may prefer other devices,
such as the tablet or the laptop, as they are more used to them.
In conclusion, both objective and subjective results can be
considered as very satisfactory and promising.
The employed testbed is still in a first stage of development and many research results associated with 360 video
streaming are still pending to be included. Some features
are currently under work in order to be implemented in it.
Some examples are: the tiled-based encoding support for the
adopted projections, the support of new video projections,
and the design and implementation of a full FoV adaptive
360 video content delivery solution including the edge cloud
computing node, as summarized in Figure 6.
As a proof of evidence, two demo videos showing the
capabilities of the developed solution for the laptop and
the Note 9 smartphone within an HMD can be watched at
https://bit.ly/2o5kNYR
and
https://bit.ly/2nnJOya,
respectively.
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